270 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
Lachaise for the RCA building. Several famous craftsmen,
like Carl Milles and Alexander Archipenko, were newcomers
from the Old World. The ranks of native sons included Jo
Davidson, whose "Will Rogers" in the national capitol drew
great popular approbation; John Flannagan, less famed but
of higher critical esteem, with his expressive sculpture
wrought from field stones; and Alexander Calder, whose
specimens of movable sculpture ("mobiles*') seemed the final
application to art of Yankee gadgeteering. The decade's most
ambitious commission, executed between 1930 and 1936 by
Malvina Hoffman, was the modeling of a hundred heads and
figures representing basic types among the races of mankind
for the "Hall of Man'* in Chicago's Field Museum.
The national capital enjoyed the greatest concentration of
new buildings, including the huge but undistinguished pile
of the department of commerce, the marble majesty of the
Supreme Court, the handsome marble annex of the Library
of Congress, the miniature jewel of the Folger Shakespeare
Library next door and the Palladian grace of the Thomas
Jefferson Memorial, Dedicated by President Roosevelt in
1943, the Jefferson Memorial, with a statue of heroic size
by Rudolph Evans, rounded out the cruciform design traced
by an axis running from the Capitol to the Lincoln Memor-
ial and intersected at the Washington obelisk by another line
drawn from the White House to the bank of the tidal basin,
Its completion on this site—like the beginnings of the Jeffer-
son National Expansion Memorial on eighty acres of the
St. Louis water front—attested the growing herohood of
democracy's founder on the anniversary of his two-hun-
dredth birthday.
Thanks to the sumptuous restoration of Colonial Wil-
liamsburg through Rockefeller munificence between .1927
and 1936, the scene of Jefferson's college days was also re-
captured, while throughout the land the classic taste he had
done so much to domesticate continued to find favor as the
"official" style—from handsome new post offices such as

